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la»>0rious are<1 ^NIR  ̂ reflectance spectroscopy was developed to replace 
4|>alysi8 ^5°nventional methods for food analysis e.g. methods for the 
®r°wing r° Pr°tein, fat and water. The use of the NIR technique has been 
analysis aPldly in the recent years and has also found applications in the 

°f meat products (Lanza, 1983; Kruggel et al. 1981). 
ref^e

r*PtoduciK:it|*nCe analysis has many advantages to its use, such as speed, 
*etl>°d th X ix-y and no use of chemicals. However, since NIR is an indirect 
teU*bl. lnstrument has to be carefully calibrated in order to achieve

e results.
Sjnce

i0 a meat° NIR reflectance spectroscopy has been used in the process control 
*®*ly»ig Processing company in Norway. The use has included composition 
^  ^iniSk maf-erials, of preblends for comminuted meat products, and of
*a^8fact e Products. The accuracy of the analysis has been considered 

ry f0r the intended use (Martens et al., 1981).
*ecent Co
^ >ir,utedltr0ls °f the Performance of the overall NIR analysis of raw, 

in(J. 0631 samples showed increased standard errors of predictions, 
reas°ns f Cated lower accuracy of the analysis. This paper discusses the
*POft, r this and SUMMta at«n* *■/» ianrnua nuaval 1 a.l ik..t i  *TI—ance this and suggests steps to improve overall calibration. The 

°f introducing effective error detecting systems is stressed.

,,tr°ta band*01 USCd iS InfraAlyzer Ao° (Technicon Instrument Co.) with 19 
v tUa88ten F,S8S lnterference filters. The light source in the instrument is 
»aV*lei»gth lamp' The diffusely reflected light from the sample at each 
4 lead 8u, XS c°Hected by means of an integrating sphere and focussed into 
8la** cove dC detector' The sample is packed into a sample holder without

c°r»tr VCr
sallbra^j ° Samples were obtained under the same conditions as the 
p> l e d  and Prediction samples. Fifty samples each of 2-3 kilograms were 
j *■ add°H kilograms preblended batches of ground (8 ram) beef and

15 mi C sodium chloride and 17% water. The batches were preblended 
Xn horizontal mixers with double wings moving in opposite 

c at chop* sa®ples were homogenized for 2-3 minutes in a laboratory
c0,lt«nts iRobot-Coupe, No. 4) and analyzed for protein, water and fat

» ! > » • .  ’ ...................
standard chemical methods and by the NIR-technique in the

^  c*lih qUalitV cootrol laboratories. The latter analysis was based on the 
l*iple ration parameters originally determined in 1980, using stepwise 

lI>ear regression.

— •• 19®1), one calibration was used for preblends containing both beef and 
pork.

Table 1 shows the standard errors of prediction in 1980 and 1983 (SEP and 
SEPC, respectively) in the analysis of meat preblends, both in original form 
and normalizing the sum of water, fat and protein to 100%. In the calibration 
control data set of 1983, the SEPC's have increased considerably for water, 
fat and protein. The fat and water error terms have more than doubled over 
the period. This was a reason for serious concern to the company as NIR 
analysis is regularly used to adjust the composition of the meat preblends 
in the processing lines. Normalizing the sum of protein, fat and water to 
100% decreased the SEPC of the water analysis, while the corresponding term 
for fat and water essentially remained constant.

In table 2 the deviations between the individual measurements from the NIR 
and standard chemical analysis are desribed in more detail. For the fat and 
particularly the water analyses the mean biases were high and indicated 
systematic errors either in the NIR or the standard analysis. In addition, 
certain individual samples yielded abnormally large differences between 
chemically and NIR-determined results. Whether these abnormalities were due 
to errors in the standard chemical analysis or in the NIR-determinations, 
was studied by inspection of the sums of fat, water and protein.

The average sums of fat, water and protein for chemically and NIR-determined 
data over all samples were 95.7% and 97.1%, respectively. Hence a bias of 
1.4% was observed. The sums of water, fat and protein in different cuts of 
beef and pork are reported to be in the range 99.5-100.5% (Livsmedelstabel- 
ler, 1978). Taking into account that 2% salt was added to the meat preblends, 
this means that one or several of the components systematically were under
estimated by the standard chemical methods, while the NIR determinations only 
had a minor sum bias.

The frequency distribution of the individual deviations between the sums is 
given in figure 1. One sample with a deviation of 7.7, which is excluded 
from this figure, was found to be an outlier at the 95% significance level 
according to the sample kurtosis test (T ) (5, figure 2). Inspection of the 
individual analysis of that sample revealed a large overestimation of water 
by the standard chemical method. Seven of the remaining 49 samples showed up 
as a heavy tail in the frequency distribution. These samples were not judged 
to be outliers in the formal sense of the T -test, but we found it 
worthwhile to study them separately as the reason for their non-outlying 
status might just as well be a consequence of the distribution at hand not 
being normal.

Plotting the deviations of the individual constituents in each sample as 
functions of the chemically determined constituents gave additional 
information. The protein deviation was small over the whole concentration 
range of protein. The fat deviation was small at low contents of fat, - but 
a larger, negative deviation between the NIR-and chemical technique was 
observed at high fat contents (>22% fat). A high water deviation was found 
at low moisture levels in the meat (<60% water). This is in agreement with 
earlier studies where a less reliable NIR-prediction was observed at higher 
fat levels (>17% fat) (Hildrum et al., 1982).

f o ' / V 1'"’“ *1 metholis Foslet for fat. Kjrldahl for protein and
14 hoUr“ “  102‘ 105°c for water (Nordi.k Metodik-Komite for 

er> 1955). The ranoec fn  r An rh rnamnnent in «K» •••».I». ..... ..1955). The ranges for each component in the samples were as 
analyzed by the standard methods:

Water
Fat
Protein

54.5-72.4%
8.0-30.9%
10.4-16.8%

a*.J*<lard d r°0t. raean s9uare standard error of the original prediction; the 
*q/l°ds andVl*ti0n ° f the differences between the values of the standard 
ill *te stand thC NIR‘values in the prediction set. SEPC is the root mean

cent ard error the 50 recent control samples. Both terms are given 
ihe of wet weight.

o£ outliers in the control data set was tested by a sample 
st (Barnett and Lewis, 1978):

*15 =
2(x.

number of control samples 
~ standard deviation between samples 

ji “ observation of a certain property in sample i 
l( j ~ mean of observations over all samples.

S] ^»eriat*118 critical value tabulated in (Barnett and Lewis, 1978), 
Can be w *th the largest value of |x.-x| is considered an outlier

t*. *h the C eted from the data set. This te'st is suitable for consecutive 
*at«dly ?resenc5 of more than one outlier. T is then computed

1th n. X And c hic.H nn tk. .. si.... a.«. ..F '’ith n, x and s based on the reduced dat'V'set.

the additional meat samples within the same ranges were used to 
5<lUar* *ct*Ve ability of the fat calibration obtained, using partial 

q * regression (PLS). These 10 samples were considered 'normal'
Sam€ Waua ^rom other samples of a different quality were also used in 

*WaV- These

c* r 10

amples did not contain any added salt and water, 
fferent laboratory with res 

samples were considered 'abnormal'\  .
* dat
to th eac^ o£ ^he ’normal' and 10 'abnormal' samples were 

Sv*.0bt,in e calibration model whereby two different outlier criteria 
r‘8tha*d ‘ ?ne Was the NIR lack“of-fit residuals averaged over the 19 

*r«nce ’ which is termed d. The second is leverage (h). In addition, the 
^ibed ebween chemically and NIR determined fat percentages (e) was 

fc*. f°r each sample.

A* ^ ^ S l ^iscussion

“budies have not indicated significant differences in absorption 
f°r beef and pork in the NIR region (Lanza, 1983 and Martens et

The relationship between leanness and water content of meat has long been 
known (Karmas et al, 1961). Figure 2 shows this relationship as straight 
lines estimated by linear regression over the 50 samples, one for the 
standard chemical analysis and another for the NIR analysis. The swan 
deviation for the water in the NIR and standard analyses was 1.3%, which is 
very close to the mean bias between the sums of all three chemical 
constituents (1.4%), indicating that water was a primary error source. The 
best fit was obtained between the NIR-determined fat and water contents with 
a correlation coefficient r = -0.99. For the chemical analysis the 
corresponding coefficient was r = - 0.96, which increased to -0.98 when 
the above sientioned outlier was excluded.

In figure 2 the individual data for seven samples with a sum deviation 
exceeding 3.0 are plotted. For the NIR-analysis, a good fit between fat and 
water contents was obtained even for these samples. However, for the standard 
analysis negative deviations in moisture content were observed in 6 out of 
the 7 samples. This indicated underestimation of water by the standard 
chemical method. In the seventh sample, the high Siam deviation was probably 
caused by an error in the NIR-determination of protein (6, figure 2).

The direction of lines connecting the chemical results and the NIR-results 
in figure 2, indicated that the water deviations were larger than the fat 
deviations for 5 of the 7 apparent outliers, while two displayed fat 
deviations in their chemical data.

The reasons for the underestimation of water by the standard chemical awthod 
might be several, where incomplete drying of the samples was the most 
probable factor. The drying at 102-105°C was done for all samples without the 
addition of sand. For high-fat samples it is recommended to mix in sand to 
ensure a complete drying (Nordisk Metodik-komite for Levnedsmidler, 1955). 
Another reason might be variations in salt contents in the samples, as salt 
is known to give shifts in the water-peaks in the NIR-region (Lanza, personal 
communication). These possibilities are presently being explored.

This study shows that regular control and adjustments of the calibrations 
are necessary to keep them reliable and accurate. Also care must be taken to 
incorporate new, representative sample types to the calibration and to 
update calibration results which are outdated. There is a human tendency to 
have blind faith in the results generated by computers. As the instruments 
get more complex, this danger will be even more serious. The need for 
reliable error detection or alarm systems in the future is evident.

Table 3 shows the control results obtained when comparing the 'normal' and 
the 'abnormal' meat samples to the PLS calibration. The 'normal' meat 
samples yielded fat determinations of the same accuracy as that obtained 
during calibration, while the 'abnormal' samples gave higher prediction 
errors. However, these abnormalities could be determined automatically. 
While every 'normal' control sample gave NIR residuals (in absorbance units), 
and NIR leverages (in relative units) close to the levels obtained during 
calibration, every 'abnormal' control sample gave much higher residuals and 
leverages. This confirms results obtained with cereals (Martens and Jensen,

399



1982), indicating that outlier detection is possible by multivariate pattern 
recognition techniques.
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1. Calibration samples 
(n=50)

average 1.2* 0.1 0.53

2. 'Normal' control 
samples (n=10)

MINIMUM 0.5 0.1 o.o

MAXIMUM 2.0 0.5 0.8

average 1.2* 0.2 0.31

3. 'Abnormal' control 
samples (N=10)

MINIMUM 9.6 3.4 0.3

MAXIMUM 17.5 13.1 2.6

average 12.3* 7.8 1.9

TABLE 3 Ability of PLS-calibration to predict fat and detect 0 
in 'normal' samples and 'abnormal' samples (not added 
and water). ^Root-mean-square averages.
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PROTEIN FAT WATER

SEP (1980) 0.57 0.81 1.14

SEPC (1983) 0.95 1.48 2.87

SEPC (1983) 
(normalizing sum 
of protein, fat 
and water to 100%)

0.97 1.66 1 .98

TABLE 1. Standard errors of 
(SEP, 1980) and of 
(SEPC, 1983), given in

prediction of original 
a calibration control 
per cent wet weight.

prediction
prediction

Maximum
deviation

Minimum
deviation

Range of 
deviation

Bias

PROTEIN 4.3 -1.8 6. 1 -0.11

FAT 2.1 -5.0 7.1 -0.61

WATER 5.7 -7.3 13.0 2.14

SUM OF THE 
3 COMPONENTS

4.6 -7.7 12.3 1.42

TABLE 2 Deviations between the ind:ividual measurement s f rom
NIK and standard chpinical analysis

SUM NIR-SUM STANDARD ^
Figure 1 The frequency distribution of the individual deviations ^ ..

the sums of water, fat and protein contents for the ipt** 
chemically determined data for 50 meat samples (abscissa 
= 0.17%).
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